We consider the problems of conflict detection and resolution in air traffic management (ATM) from the perspective of computational geometry and give algorithms for solving these problems efficiently. For conflict resolution, we propose a simple method that can route multiple aircraft, conflict-free, through a cluttered airspace, using a prioritized routing scheme in space-time. Our algorithms have been implemented into a simulatioii system that tracks a large set of flights, having multiple conflicts, and proposes modified routes to resolve them. We report on the preliminary results from an extensive set of experiments that are under way to determine the effectiveness of our methods.
Introduction
The FAA is considering a shift from the current air traffic control (ATC) system to a new system of air traffic management (ATM) based on a policy known as "Free Flight" [ll]. In the current ATC system, flight paths require aircraft to travel set route segments, flight corridors in the "highway in the sky.'' In Free Flight, considerably more autonomy will be granted to individual aircraft, using a more passive control mechanism, with controllers intervlening only in exceptional cases. The potential benefits of such a system are considerable, since it would allow aircraft to fly more fuel-efficient routes, potentially saving millions of dollars each year.
Critical to the safety of such a system is the use of instrumentation and software to predict potential conflicts between aircraft before they occur, and to plan negotiated alternative routes to resolve any such conflicts. Typically, a "conEict" is considered to occur when two aircraft that occiipy approximately the same altitude (within about 1000 feet of one another) come within a distance of about 5 nautical miles of each other. Our approach to the conflict prediction/resolution problems is to cast them into a precise geometric framework, in order to devise algorithms based on the methodologies of computational geometry. Here, we present some of our algorithm design work and report on some recent experimentation with a simulation system that implements some of our algorithms.
Related Work There has been considerable previous work on conflict prediction and resolution; we do not attempt to survey it here, but refer the reader to the recent report of Krozel, Peters, and Hunter [18] .
Briefly, we refer to the work of Cross [7l and Davis [8] , who considered knowledge-based system approaches, the work of Eby [9] , who considered a potential fields method of resolution, the work of Wangermann and Stengel [23] , who considered agent-based and principled negotiation methods, and the work of Krozel, Mueller, and Hunter [lq, who used optimal control theory to devise tactical alert zones to identify control strategies to prevent conflicts. Chen et al. [6] have applied network routing models (the dynamic network flow problem) to perform joint routing of aircraft, in order to minimize the total cost of time-disjoint routes.
Inselberg [15] has identified conflict resolution as a problem in computational geometry, relating it to the "asteroid avoidance problem" that was studied by &if and Sharir [21] . Chen, Hsieh, Inselberg, and Lee [5] have proposed a method of conflict resolution related to our own, based on the heuristic of adding aircraft's trajectories one by one to a workspace, and searching for feasible routings that preserve clearances determined by the protected air spaces. Below, we cite some other relevant computational geometry results. Figure 2 shows schematic diagram of a TRACON (Terminal Radar Approach Control) center, having four "gates" for aircraft to enter/leave, and two runways. Also shown are two '"+Fly Zones".
Preliminaries
We model the airspace as a box in 3-space, having a discrete set of points (representing TRACON gates) and a set of no-fly zones, each given by a simple polygonal boundary together with a pair of delimiting altitudes. We model aircraft as points moving in space, under dynamic constraints that impose bounds on speed and acceleration, including climb/descent rates and turning radius. We let p i ( t ) and ui(t) denote the position and velocity of aircraft i at time t . All and the first moment of conflict can be computed.
A Delaunay Approach
Since Delaunay diagrams succinctly encode nearest neighbor information, a natural approach to increasing the efficiency of conflict prediction is to maintain the Delaunay diagram of the aircraft over time. Then, instead of monitoring all pairs of distances, di,j(t) = d(pi(t),pj(t)), we only have to determine if some edge of the Delaunay diagram ever becomes shorter than the radius r, of the PAZ.
Thus, it is useful to study the evolution of the De-
, of a set of moving sites, over time. This problem has been studied, both in the plane ([12, 14, 221) and in higher dimensions ([l]). In particular, Guibas et al. [14] have given an efficient algorithm to maintain and update the Delaunay diagram over time, for points moving on h e d trajectories. The algorithm maintains a priority queue of events that correspond to four points becoming cocircular, when the topological structure of DD(t) changes. Their algorithm spends optimal O(1ogn) time per event, and they prove a bound of roughly O(n3) on the worst-case number of events for points moving along wel1;behaved (e.g., bounded algebraic degree) trajectories.
We have implemented (in C) a conflict prediction system, based on the algorithm of [14]; the core Delaunay algorithm was implemented by Gerhard Albers. We currently assume that the input is a set of n points (aircraft), each moving along piecewise-linear trajecte ries, encoded as a sequence of vertices (way points).
By maintaining D D ( t ) over a time horizon t E [O,T],
we are able to report pairs of aircraft that come into conflict, and we identify clusters of aircraft in potential conflict in their ne:ighborhood (within DD(t)).
There are some advantages to the Delaunay approach. First, it incorpora.tes a precise notion of separation (protected airspace), allowing one to reason about other proximity issues and to identify clusters of aircraft that may be involved in conflicts if we re-route some aircraft. Also, it is efficient, avoiding an all-pairs calculation and spending time O(1og n) per event. Further, the method allows one to check only those potential conflicts thiit can arise during a specified lookahead time window. Finally, the approach is applicable to other metrics and higher dimensions. for results in gd.)
A Simple Geometric Hashing Approach
While the Delaunay approach has some advantages and a theoretical basis, it also has limitations: the need to solve high-degree equations (degree 4k for trajectories of degree k), which is prone to numerical errors, and the complexity of implementing it in 3-space. Thus, for our simulations, w l e have been using a simple geometric hashing approach, based on discretizing (tiling) the airspace with boxes whose size corresponds to the PAZ (length and width 2rp, and height h p ) . We also partition the given time window into discrete time steps of size At. Our goal, then, is to identify the set of all aircraft that are in conflict with some other aircraft at any one of these time steps in the time window. Because of our choice of grid box, we only need to check, for each aircraft i lying in grid box b i , all aircraft j lying in the 27 neighboring boxes of b i , including bi itself. In practice, most boxes are empty or contain only a small number of aircraft; thus, this test tends to take time linear in n.
For a given look-ahead time window W , our algorithm identifies subsets of aircraft in potential conflict; these are then passed into the resolution algorithm, so the goal is to keep the subsets small, while still being conservative. For this purpose, we report subsets that are non-singleton connected components in the conflict graph, G, whose nodes correspond to aircraft and whose edges join pairs of nodes whose corresponding aircraft are in conflict at any time during W . (The connected components are found using depth-first search in G.)
In addition to reporting each conflict cluster to the resolution algorithm, it is important that we also identify those non-conflict aircraft (called b u e r aircraft) that are sufficiently close to a given cluster, in order that these can be treated as constraints ("obstacles") during resolution of that cluster; i.e., we want the resolution algorithm to treat the buffer aircraft as constraints, and not to create new conKicts with them (and thereby create a "domino effect"). Again, our goal is to keep the number of buffer aircraft small. We identify the buffer aircraft associated with a cluster Ci as the set of aircraft that, during time window W , enter the slightly enlarged (by a fixed factor) axis-aligned bounding box, Bi, of the trajectories of the cluster aircraft (within W ) . The box Bi serves as the airspace in the resolution algorithm. We apply the resolution algorithm to each cluster independently, according to the order in which we consider clusters (which can be varied, in order to account for different priorities, or in order to search more aggressively for resolutions).
Observe that airspace B i of the current cluster Ci may overlap with another cluster's airspace, Bj , causing dependencies among clusters. We address this issue by considering all aircraft from previously resolved clusters whose new paths enter Bi to be additional buffer aircraft associated with Ci.
Conflict Resolution
The input to the resolution algorithm is a set of aircraft (points), with initial (t = 0) positions and velocities, and a set of destination locations and velocities. There is also a time window associated with each aircraft's destination, to reflect the constraint that it reach its destination roughly on schedule. Each of the input aircraft also has associated constraints on velocity (maximum and minimum speed) and acceleration (determining, e.g., minimum turning radius, maximum climb rate, etc.)
The output is either a statement that no resolution was found (subject to the given search parameters), or a set of trajectories, specified by a list of way points, for each aircraft, obeying all dynamic and separation constraints (avoiding conflicts).
The problem of conflict resolution is closely related to some problems in motion planning in the presence of moving obstacles [5, 13, 15, 211 . In general, these problems are known to be NP-hard [21] .
Thus, our approach is to examine efficient algorithms, based on selective discretizations, that are simple to implement, while providing provable resolutions to all conflicts -Le., it is guaranteed that resolutions proposed by our algorithms do in fact resolve conflicts. Note, however, that it is possible that our algorithm reports that no feasible resolution exists, when in fact one does; in this sense, our algorithm is not what is formally called "complete." (We are not claiming to solve an NP-hard problem in polynomial time!) However, our algorithm does "degrade gracefully", taking a longer time for more complex situations, while being very fast for the vast majority of simple conflict scenarios. This is achieved by iteratively adjusting the search parameters that control the degree of discretization. (In the limit, as the discretization becomes finer, the search algorithm will converge on an exact decision procedure for the NP-hard problem, but the running time will increase substantially as we approach this limit.)
We view the problem as that of finding a feasible set of tubes ("pipes") through space-time, each of which corresponds to the trajectory of an aircraft, subject to dynamics constraints. Each tube represents the portion of space-time occupied by the PAZ of an aircraft along its trajectory. This is easiest visualized in the case of 2-dimensional PAZs, so that space-time is 3-dimensional, with the tubes being seen as "pipes" whose radii (in any time slice of space-time) represent the separation required between conflict-free aircraft. The tubes also have a similar interpretation in Pdimensional spacetime, with a time-slice corresponding to a PAZ (e.g., "hockey puck") at one position of the aircraft on its trajectory. The problem is formally a type of constrained "flow" problem in a continuous space. (Such continuous flow problems have been studied algorithmically by Mitchell [NI.)
Space-Time Flow (STF) Method: Our method is based on an iterative procedure for adding tubes (aircraft), one-by-one, using a graph search in discretized space-time to route each tube amongst the already routed tubes, which are considered to be obstacles. (A set of buffer aircraft are also considered to be obstacles; see Section 3.) Specifically, the look-ahead time window is discretized into a number, N , of time slices, where N is a parameter that is adjusted adaptively in the search for a feasible routing of each flight.
Initially, N = 0, and then N is increased, incrementally or by doubling, up to a maximum allowed value (N), until a feasible routing is found. Further, for each time slice, we also discretize the problem spatially, either by (a) imposing a grid (with spacings A,, Ay, and A,) , or by (b) discretizing the allowable heading changes for each aircraft.
A candidate (straight) edge linking two points of spacetime is feasible if and only if the corresponding tube determined by sweeping the PAZ along the edge does not intersect already routed flight paths.
We search the graph of feasible linkages for a path to route the current tube, subject to the dynamics constraints (computed on a link-by-link basis during the search) and the constraints imposed by tubes of already routed aircraft. We use two different search methods: one based on breadth-first search (BFS -essentially Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm), and one based on depth-first search (DFS). The BFS method uses the grid discretization ((a), above), in order to prevent explosion in the total size of the graph; the DFS method uses a discretization of the heading changes ((b), above), in order to control the degree of the graph being searched.
The order in which we consider aircraft for routing is important and can determine not only the solution obtained, but also the success or failure of the search for a feasible routing. One aspect of this iterative nature of the algorithm, though, is that it permits one to impose a priority on the set of aircraft, since the aircraft that appear earlier in the ordering are more likely to be routed using a fuel-efficient, more direct path. Thus, we can utilize this feature to our advantage, e.g., if there are preferences among types or sizes of aircraft, this can determine the ordering. Another option is to use a "greedy heuristic'' in the ordering: Select the aircraft to route next based on which one results in a route having the least (or possibly the greatest) deviation from its optimal (or direct) path. But we can also attempt to search over many, or all, possible orderings, in order to be most aggressive at resolving conflicts; this is in fact the default in our simulation system.
A critical computational primitive in our algorithm is the test of feasibility of a graph edge, wherein we must test for intersection between a candidate tube (in spacetime) and the set of existing trajectory segments. For this primitive, we are currently performing a "brute force" test against all existing segments. (Indeed, this is one reason to keep the size of clusters and the number of buffer aircraft small.) However, we have also been experimenting with the possible use of "BV-trees" to speed up this query; see Section 6. BV-trees are the basis of highly efficient intersection searches, within the QuickCD system developed by Klosowski et al. [lS] for motion simulation in virtual environments.
Since our algorithm only searches for routes that are feasible, subject to the dynamic constraints and the PAZ of each aircraft, we are guaranteed that the routes we produce do not have conflicts. (This is not true of the routes produced by some other methods, e.g., the "self-organizational" approach of Eby [9] .) Also, the algorithm naturally allows alternative prioritization schemes to be able to suggest alternative resolutions, which can be presented to humans in the loop specified by pilots or controllers. Further, the method can be applied to account explicitly for the incorporation of feeder gateways at TRACON regions, by putting time windows accordingly for flights that terminate at each feeder gateway. This modeling feature can be used to enforce aircraft to line up, with specified separations, as they enter and leave TRACON regions. Finally, our algorithm readily handles no-fly zone constraints, since each no-fly zone corresponds to a space-time obstacle whose time slices adre the no-fly zone regions.
System Overview
We have implemented a simulation environment to test our implemented algorithms for conflict prediction (the CP module) and conflict resolution (the CR module).
The simulation is conducted over a time horizon, t E [ O , m . We discretize the horizon into small time steps (of size AT minutces). We perform conflict prediction over a look-ahead window, W = [r,r + T ] , from the current time step, r , over the next T minutes. The CP module detects any conflicts that will take place during W , identifies conflict clusters Ci, and passes them, one by one, along with their associated sub-airspace Bi and buffer aircraft, to the CR module. The CR module attempts to compute a resolution for each cluster (within the time window W ) , and, if successful, returns a set of feasible trajectories that get the aircraft through the look-ahead window. The system then uses these trajectories to update the (global) routes, and the CP module is then called again for the updated routes, after advancing the look-ahead window forward by AT.
One issue that we must address is that the interpolated destination locations of the aircraft at the end of the look-ahead window (t = T + T ) may themselves be in conflict, making it impossible for the CR module to reach a resolution. To address this, in such cases, the system searches forward from r + T , in order to find a time t for which there is no conflict (for all aircraft).
Experimental Results
constructed) trajectory, using the resolution algorithm. If a generated flight could not be feasibly routed, it was discarded and a new one generated. This process continued until we had placed as many flights within the airspace and time horizon as possible, stopping when we encountered 100 consecutive failed attempts to route randomly generated flights. For the resulting 858 successfully routed flights, we then "erased" the trajectories (whose existence is a proof of feasibility), and recorded only the origin and destination data, for each flight. This set of flights constitutes a "saturated" set of flights. We then ran our simulation on different fractions ( 0 = 30,50%) of the flights, chosen at random from the set. minutes, which we advance by AT = 5 minutes after each call to the CR module. We used a minimum turning radius of 3 km, and considered heading changes in l-degree increments, from 35-degrees left, to 35-degrees right.
We recorded several statistics in our experiments. Here, in the table below, we report two of the most relevant numbers: the resolution success rate, p, and the CPU time (in milliseconds) required by the CR module, per resolved aircraft. We define p to be the ratio of the average number of flights resolved to the average number of flights in a conflict component, averaged over all calls to the CR module (for each look-ahead window during the simulation of the 10 hours of flights).
We have conducted a first series of experiments based on datasets using real (airport location) and simulated (flight path) data. Our goal was to devise challenging conflict situations LO test our algorithms.
We used a set of 610 actual airport locations, spanning a region 1186 km by 1132 km, in California, Nevada, and Arizona. We g;enerated a large collection of simulated flights, between random pairs of airports (having separation distance at least 500 km), with departure and arrival times that fall within the time horizon of T = 10 hours, subjlect to the speed constraints on aircraft. All aircraft had speed 900 (km/hr) at cruising altitude (10 km), and had (ground) speed 450 (km/hr) during ascent and descent (at ascent/descent rate 40 km/hr). We used 5 minimum turning radius of 5 km. We constructed routes for each flight, one by one, by searching for a feasible (with respect to flights already -For each cluster Ci that is passed to the CR module, we generate and try all possible permutations of aircraft within Ci. (However, we update the global routes using only one feasible resolution -the first one found.) Cluster sizes range from 2 to 3, with an average of 2.1. In contrast, the average number of aircraft in conflict over W was 2.2 (ranging from 2 to 8), and the number of "obstacle" aircraft averaged 11.2 (from 2 to 29).
We also generated a saturated dataset based on a larger threshold (500 vs. 100) on the number of consecutive failed attempts to route a random flight. Naturally, this resulted in more flights (1669 vs. 858) being successfully routed. While our resolution code was not able to resolve the set of flights (using the parameter settings above), it was interesting to see that the component sizes sent to the CR module varied only from 2 to 6, while the number of aircraft in conflict (during W ) varied from 2 to 57 (with an average of 12).
Finally, we have also experimented with the impact of using BV-trees in possibly speeding up the CR module. For this purpose, we devised a simple experiment in which we randomly generated 100 disjoint tubes in a box (workspace) in 3D, and then performed intersection queries with randomly generated tubes (meant to correspond to feasibility tests for candidate edges during the CR search). We found that BV-trees provided a speedup of roughly a factor of 2-4 over the bruteforce comparison against all tubes, as is currently done in the CR module. In order to integrate this method into the system, though, the BV-tree algorithm must first be made "dynamic" so that new tubes can be added.
